New and more biologically relevant in vitro models are needed for use in drug development, regenerative medicine, and fundamental scientific investigation. While the importance of the extracellular microenvironment is clear, the ability to investigate the effects of physiologically relevant biophysical and biochemical factors is restricted in traditional cell culture platforms. Moreover, the versatility for multi-parameter manipulation, on a single platform, with the optical resolution to monitor the dynamics of individual cells or small population is lacking. Here we introduce a microfluidic platform for 3D cell culture in biologically derived or synthetic hydrogels with the capability to monitor cellular dynamics in response to changes in their microenvironment. Direct scaffold microinjection, was employed to incorporate 3D matrices into microfluidic devices. Our system geometry permits a unique window for studying directional migration, e.g. sprouting angiogenesis, since sprouts grow predominantly in the microscopic viewing plane. In this study, we demonstrate the ability to generate gradients (non-reactive solute), surface shear, interstitial flow, and image cells in situ. Three different capillary morphogenesis assays are demonstrated. Human adult dermal microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC-ad) were maintained in culture for up to 7 days during which they formed open lumen-like structures which was confirmed with confocal microscopy and by perfusion with fluorescent microspheres. In the sprouting assay, time-lapse movies revealed cellular mechanisms and dynamics (filopodial projection/retraction, directional migration, cell division and lumen formation) during tip-cell invasion of underlying 3D matrix and subsequent lumen formation.
Introduction
Progress in microfabrication technologies has paved the way for new approaches to manipulate and monitor cells in an environment that closely mimics in vivo conditions. The in vivo microenvironment is characterized by short distances to nutrient flow, a 3-dimensional (3D) scaffold, and the presence of multiple cell types in proper spatial relationship. These features are readily achievable by current microfabrication techniques and can be combined with appropriate cell culture protocols. The major advantages of micro-scale cell culture systems or microfluidic devices are their ability to use small quantities of cells and reagents, precise control of spatial and temporal environment and high resolution visualization of cellular events in real-time.
Microfluidic devices of varying levels of complexity are rapidly gaining popularity within the cell biology community 1-4 . Most are 2D in the sense that the cells are plated on top of a coated substrate. Patterned substrates have been studied as well as surfaces with topological variations 5-7 . These are useful for studying cell confinement, alignment and cell-cell cellsurface or receptor-ligand interactions. Researchers now generally agree, however, that many critical biological subtleties may be missed in 2D cell culture models 8-10 and are seeking alternative approaches that incorporate a 3D gel or matrix.
The in vivo microenvironment is an integration of a complex array of global as well as local stimuli and interactions that can be categorized as either biochemical or biophysical in nature. Biochemical factors include the steady or time-dependent presentation of soluble factors as well as functionalization of the 3D scaffold the cells reside either within or on top of. Some of the known biophysical factors are the stiffness, density and pore size of the scaffold material, and features related to flow, either surface shear stress or interstitial flow around the cells in the matrix or through a surface layer of, say, endothelial or epithelial cells.
While the importance of the extracellular microenvironment is clear, the ability to investigate the effects of physiologically relevant biophysical and biochemical factors is restricted in existing 3D cell culture platforms. Current 3D in vitro models range from traditional multiwell plate cultures 11, 12 to macrofluidic systems 13-15 . Most are limited in the scope of biochemical or biophysical factors that can be controlled, and often cannot be imaged at high resolution during the course of an experiment. Better resolution has been achieved in microscale systems, for example, 3D gel microscope slide assays or cells cultured on 2D microfluidic channels, but with an obvious compromise in the range of parameter control and/or, physiological relevance. Recent advances in 3D microfluidic systems include the works of Koh and Pishko who use photo-patterning techniques to fabricate cell-containing hydrogel microstructures inside microfluidic channels 16 and Desai and Tan who took a microfluidic multilayer patterning approach to created biomimetic 3D structures 17 . Paguirigan and Beebe fabricated a novel microfluidic device from gelatin which was used to culture mammary gland epithelial cell which organized to form a more in vivo like 3-dimesional structures as opposed to cell culture on tissue culture plastic 18 .
In this study, we develop a novel microfluidic device (μFD) for 3D cell culture and demonstrate its capability for studying capillary morphogenesis. Capillary morphogenesis is an important process that occurs in both physiological (e.g. wound healing and development) and pathological (e.g. tumor growth) conditions. In addition, one of the major challenges facing the field of tissue engineering is creating highly vascularized tissue with a functional vascular network. Each of these processes has been extensively studied and shown to be regulated by a wide spectrum of biophysical factors and sequenced biochemical cues. Due to system constraints, however, each individual study typically focuses on the effects of one or a small number of factors, making it difficult to comprehend their potential interactions. Moreover, since capillary sprouting occurs perpendicular to an existing monolayer, it is advantageous to have the capability to view the monolayer from the side, so that capillary growth occurs in the viewing plane. To provide greater flexibility and a higher degree of control, we have developed an in vitro μFD designed to permit: (1) 3D cell culture, (2) the delivery of controlled timedependent delivery of biochemical agents, uniformly or with a spatial gradient, (3) the generation of pressure gradients and flows, both surface and interstitial, (4) advantageous viewing angle perpendicular to a formed monolayer and (5) real-time monitoring of cells in response to changes in their microenvironment.
Here we demonstrate the capability of our system for studying capillary morphogenesis; however it can be used in the study of other cell types either as single cultures or co-cultures. We know of no in vitro angiogenesis models and microfluidic systems which couple microfabricated technology with the basic concepts of traditional 3D in vitro angiogenesis models and that are geared towards promoting and studying capillary morphogenesis in response the relevant biochemical and biophysical features present in vivo.
Materials and Methods

Microfluidic Device Design
In order to satisfy these stated design criteria, a μFD was created (figure 1a) consisting of two parallel microfluidic channels for delivering cell culture medium and a central "gel cage" with a micro-pillar array for housing cell-seeded scaffolds. One primary objective was to facilitate the incorporation of most commonly used injectable cell culture scaffolds (hydrogels), which may be biologically derived (collagen gels or matrigel) or synthetic (self-assembling peptide gels) 19 . Gel cage geometry was optimized to permit the use of a range of hydrogel concentrations, with the posts providing physical support to prevent the fracture of brittle gels and provide stability for soft gels. The microfluidic network and gel cage were cast in PDMS which was bonded to glass after loading the scaffold (see details below). With the scaffold in place the two media channels are isolated from each other, communicating only through the gel containing region. This permits the establishment of gradients in both pressure and chemotactic factors across the gel. Either static or dynamic cultures can be established by integration with macro-scale plumbing. In dynamic cultures, the microfluidic chip is connected to an external flow circuit which allows the control of both surface shear stress and interstitial flow perpendicular to a cultured monolayer or past cells suspended in the gel. The external platform is equipped with two isolated media reservoirs having adjustable hydrostatic heads (producing a pressure gradient across the gel) at the inlet, two-way valves (to isolate the system when necessary) and outlet connectors to a programmable push/pull syringe pump (PHD 2000, Harvard Apparatus). Pressure gradients can also be generated by connecting reservoirs directly to the PDMS wafer. The entire μFD platform was designed to be small enough to fit on conventional microscope stage to allow real-time monitoring of cells over the course of an experiment.
Device Fabrication and Surface Modification
The design of the microfluidic network was created in AutoCAD (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) with the dimensions of the microfluidic channels, gel "cage" and micro-pillars as provided in supplementary table 1. A transparency mask was created from the CAD file with a minimum geometric feature size of approximately 100 μm and printed by a high-resolution printer (PageWorks, MA). This transparency mask was used in photolithography of SU-8 photoresist to create a silicon wafer master. Microfluidic devices were made by replica molding 20 polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Dow Corning, USA) and curing the degassed elastomer mix (10:1, base: curing agent) against the silicon master in an 80 °C oven for 2 hours. Polymerized PDMS wafers were peeled off the silicon master, individual microfluidic wafers (35 mm diameter, 0.8-1cm height) cut out and inlets and outlets cored down to microfluidic channels using a sharpened flat-ended 16 gauge needle. Prior to cell culture PDMS wafers were cleaned and sterilized at 120 °C for 20 minutes in a wet cycle followed by a dry cycle at 120 °C for 35 minutes (20 min sterilization/15min dry). Next, the PDMS surface was rendered hydrophilic by exposure to air plasma to facilitate scaffold loading (detailed below). Briefly, sterilized wafers were placed on trays in plasma cleaner (Harrick, CA) chamber (pattern side up). A pump down cycle (~ 2 minutes) was initiated followed by irradiation for 2 minutes with pink plasma. Surface treated wafers were stored in sterile container and used within 0.5 -2 hrs following plasma treatment.
Scaffold Loading Microinjection System and Device Assembly
A microinjection station was created to load the cell culture scaffold (sub μL volumes) into the device under aseptic conditions (Fig. 1c) . The system components included a manual micromanipulator (MN-151 Joystick Micromanipulator with H-7 Pipette Holder, NARISHIGE, NY), microliter syringe (Hamilton, 62RNR, 2.5 μL SYR, 22s/2″/3, VWR), digital microscope (Big Blue QX5, COMPUVISOR.COM, TX) (all housed in a laminar flow hood) and a monitor for visual guidance. The MN-151 joystick feature provided control of micro-scale adjustment in the XY plane with additional coarse adjustments along the X, Y and Z axes.
Scaffold Microinjection-Sterilized PDMS wafers with their surfaces rendered hydrophilic as described above are positioned on the microscope stage (patterned surface upward) with the "gel cage" in clear view on the video monitor (Fig. 1b) . The tip of the microliter syringe (preloaded with pre-polymer solution), attached to micromanipulator, is positioned a few microns above of the "gel cage" and a small droplet of the pre-polymer solution is created manually and lowered until the droplet first makes contact with the micro-pillars (supplementary Fig.  2 ). Droplet size is controlled such that its diameter is approximately equal to half the width of the "gel cage". Small droplets are created just above the gel cage, lowered and dispensed; this process is repeated until the gel cage is full.
Scaffold Loading and Device Assembly-Gel pre-polymer solution (collagen type I, rat tail in these experiments) is microinjected into the "gel cage" (details above); fluidic channels are sealed with a clean glass cover slip (35 mm, VWR) and secured with a mechanical clamp (dynamic cultures when connected to external platform). This is repeated for multiple wafers at a time. After scaffold injection, assembled PDMS wafers are placed in a secondary humidified container, to prevent the hydrogels from drying out. Gels are allowed to polymerize for 30 min at 37 °C in a humidified incubator.
Demonstration of Concentration Gradient across Gel in OFD with and without Channel Flow
Collagen gels were formed as previously described. Following polymerization, microfluidic channels were filled with cell culture media (without supplements). Gradient studies were performed under static (no flow) ( Fig. 2c ) and dynamic (flow through the channels) conditions (detailed in supplementary material) with the media in one microchannel replaced by a dilute solution of fluorescent dextran (40 kDa, Invitrogen) at an initial concentration of 20 μg ml −1 . Fluorescent intensity was visualized with a Nikon TE300 microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., NY). A series of fluorescent images (4× magnification) of the gel region were acquired with a Hamamatsu camera (Hamamatsu, Japan) using Openlab (Improvision, MA) data acquisition software and stored for further analysis. Images were processed to obtain the changes in fluorescent intensity across the gel at each time point. Image processing of time-lapse fluorescent images was performed using a custom written ImageJ (NIH public-domain image processing software) macro and MATLAB (MathWorks, MA) code. Briefly, parallel diagonal lines were drawn across the gel region from the sink to the source channel ( Fig. 2a ) in each fluorescent image. A clear path was defined which avoided the PDMS micro-pillars. Pixel intensities and corresponding location from the "source" channel were recorded for these line sections. Average fluorescent intensities were calculated for pixels at the same distances from the dextran channel for all pixels across the length of the gel. At each time point a plot of the normalized average intensity profile across the gel was generated. Variations in fluorescent intensity as a function of time were plotted at fixed locations within the gel region and compared to theoretical predictions (detailed in supplementary material) obtained from a finite element model generated in FEMLAB (Comsol, USA).
Cell Culture and in vitro capillary morphogenesis models
All cell cultures were maintained in a humidified incubator at 5% CO 2 and 37 °C. Human adult dermal microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC-ad, LONZA, USA) were propagated in EGM-2MV media system with 5 % fetal bovine serum (LONZA formerly CAMBREX, USA). Cells were expanded on collagen-coated flasks and used at passages 6-8.
3D encapsulation in collagen gels-For 3D encapsulation studies, cells well suspended at 1 × 10 6 cells ml −1 in ice-cold liquid type I rat tail collagen with a final gel concentration of 2mg ml −1 . Liquid collagen was prepared by adding collagen stock solution to a mixture of 10X PBS, 1M NaOH and tissue culture grade water to obtain a 2.5mg ml −1 solution. A predetermined volume of high density cell suspension was then mixed with the collagen solution to obtain the required seeding density. The collagen/cell mixture was loaded in a microliter syringe and gels cast as previously described. Following gelation, microfluidic channels were filled with cell culture medium and incubated for 24 hours. To demonstrate the effects of biochemical factors, cells were cultured under static conditions with complete media (control) or media enriched with pro-angiogenic factors (bFGF, VEGF and PMA all at 50 ng ml −1 ). Cells maintained in cultures for several days in complete media or media supplemented with bFGF/VEGF/PMA cocktail which were replenished at 24 hour time points. At the end of an experiment samples were fixed, tagged with fluorescent markers and imaged (see details below).
Shear stress on 3D encapsulated cells-To demonstrate the capability to produce biophysical stimuli, cells were subjected to small levels of shear stress induced by interstitial flow through the three-dimensional scaffold. EC populated gels were formed and culture as previously described. A pressure differential (50 Pa) was imposed across the gel by varying the difference in the height of culture media in the reservoir columns (Fig. 2c , detailed in supplementary material).
Endothelial cell monolayer formation-Two different cell seeding protocols were used to control the substrate on which ECs initially formed confluent monolayers, namely 2D and 3D substrate monolayer seeding. Collagen gels were formed as previously described. Following gelation, microfluidic channels were filled with a 2 mg ml −1 fibronectin coating solution and incubated overnight. Prior to cell seeding the coating solution was replaced with complete media and equilibrated for another 2 -4 hours. A cell suspension of 2-3 × 10 6 cells ml −1 was flowed into one microfluidic channel and the cells permitted to adhere to the rigid glass or compliant gel surface as they settle out of suspension by gravity. Endothelial cells were cultured for 24 -48 hours on the rigid (2D monolayer seeding) or compliant (3D monolayer seeding) surface before further treatment. Pro-angiogenic factors were either presented as a gradient or at uniform concentration. For this assay VEGF (10 -50 ng ml −1 ) and S1P (250 nM) were used to promote morphogenesis.
Shear stress on endothelial monolayer-Flows can also be generated within either or both of the channels for the purpose of either maintaining a stable gradient across the gel region or subjecting the cell monolayer to surface shear stress. To generate channel flow, the inlets are connected to constant pressure reservoirs and the outlets to a syringe pump set to maintain a constant flow rate (time-varying flows are also possible, but have not yet been tested). (See supplementary material for details.)
Characterization of capillary morphogenesis and tube-like structures
Phase-contrast, epifluoresence and confocal microscopy were used to characterize capillary morphogenesis and the 3D morphology of EC structures. Fluorescent and phase contrast images were acquired on Nikon TE300 microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu camera and Openlab image acquisition software. Time-lapse images were taken of live samples every 12 -24 hours with phase contrast microscopy. At the end of an experiment, samples were fixed with 4.0 % paraformaldehyde (PFA) and tagged with a fluorescent marker for actin cytoskeleton and cell nuclei. Confocal images were collected using spinning disk confocal microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200M) furnished with Imaging Suite (PerkinsElmer Life Science) acquisition software. A series of 100 optical serial sections (1 μm thick) were obtained. The aligned images were stacked and rendered for 3D visualization using Imaris (Bitplane, MN). In addition to confocal microscopy, in order to demonstrate the presence of open lumen-like structures (in fixed samples) the cell seeding channel was perfused with fluorescent microbeads (supplementary movie 3).
Microvascular Endothelial Cells Sprouting Movies
To demonstrate the capability to monitor cells in real-time, time-lapse movies were recorded of endothelial cells during sprouting angiogenesis. An endothelial monolayer was formed on collagen gel as previously described. The μFD was kept in a custom built environmental control chamber at 37 ºC and 5% CO 2 and cells visualized with a Zeiss inverted microscope. To minimize evaporation during the course of the experiment, media reservoirs (with zero height differentials) were connected directly at each inlet and outlet ports. The device was then placed in a secondary container with a humidified local environment and cut-out glass window in the bottom for visualization. Bright-field images were taken with the AxioCam MRm (Carl Zeiss) (at single optical plane) at 2 minutes interval with AxioVision image acquisition software.
Cytoskeleton and Nuclei Staining
F-actin distribution and number of cells involved in "capillary -like" network or tube structures were assessed after 2-7 days culture in the μFD. F-actin and nuclei staining were performed after fixation with 4.0 % PFA (30 minutes). The fixed samples were rinsed twice with 1X phosphate buffered saline (PBS), treated with 0.1 % Triton-X (1-2 minutes), rinsed with 1X PBS followed by the infusion of a mixture of DAPI and rhodamine phalloidin (30 minutes) and a final wash step with 1X PBS.
Results and Discussion
Microfluidic with 3D cell culture capabilities (OFD)
A new μFD was designed and fabricated from PDMS using standard soft lithography and replica molding techniques. To facilitate precise control of the fluidic microenvironment (shear levels and soluble factors), the device consists of two parallel flow channels and a central gel cage which was designed to immobilize injectable scaffolds (soft hydrogels) for cell culture. A staggered array of micro-pillars is incorporated in gel cage to provide mechanical stabilization for the scaffolds which can biologically-derived or synthetic. We have found that this specific design provides optimal mechanical support (supplementary Fig. 1 ) for gels and can sustain pressure differentials in excess of several cm of water. With the gel in place the two microfluidic channels are essentially isolated from each except for the diffusion or convection of soluble factors through the porous scaffold from one channel to the other.
Creating a 3D in vitro microenvironment-Hydrogel scaffolds are directly microinjected in to the "gel cage". The microinjection protocol provided the ability to load minute volumes of scaffold material, with or without cells, directly in the designated space (supplementary Fig. 2c -f) without the need for the alternative perfusion loading.
PDMS surface modification-PDMS was chosen for the device fabrication because of its documented biocompatible and excellent optical transparency. However, after polymerization flat PDMS surfaces are hydrophobic and exhibit poor wetability, which was not amenable to scaffold confinement. Scaffold injection into untreated PDMS devices resulted in gels that exuded into the channels and often did not fill the gel cage, resulting in small bubbles adjacent to the micro-pillars. Fortunately, the hydrophobicity of PDMS is tunable (supplementary Fig. 2a -b) and PDMS surfaces can be temporarily rendered hydrophilic by exposure to air plasma 21 . Subsequent to plasma treatment, hydrophobic recovery time is dependent upon the method of preparation and storage. Recent work has shown thermal aging, longer oxidation time and storage in nitrogen to be effective in delaying the recovery of hydrophobicity 22 . Here PDMS was surface treated with air plasma for 2 minutes, longer than is typically required for immediate bonding to glass. To maintain the seal when connected to macro-scale plumbing, typical microfluidic devices are permanently bonded or vacuum sealed 23 to glass or a layer of PDMS to prevent leaks. Here neither technique could be used since it was necessary to have direct access to the gel cage for scaffold injection. Instead, we found that the plasma treatment used to contain scaffold spreading and filling was sufficient to promote bonding to glass. We have found that the strength of the bond between PDMS and glass increases over time and have experienced minimal problems with leaks.
Concentration Gradient maintained in μFD
A typical time course of the concentration profile in the gel cage following the introduction of a fluorescent dextran to one channel is shown in Fig. 2a . Normalized florescence intensity (C −C min )/(C max −C min ) in the gel is plotted as a function of normalized distance (x/x max ) from the dextran (40 kDa) "source" channel. Depending on the width of the gel region, a steady state concentration profile was reached on the order on an hour. For gradients established under static (no flow) conditions, we have demonstrated the ability to sustain a stable gradient for up to 40 hours (without replenishing either the source or sink channels). While a linear gradient can be maintained, there is depletion and accumulation of dextran in the source and sink channels respectively In order to maintain a constant concentration, it is necessary to continuously replenish the sink and source channels. This was achieved by establishing a slow flow (10 μl min −1 ) in the two microfluidic channels, one with control fluid and the other containing fluorescent dextran, to maintain a gradient across the gel (supplementary Fig. 4) for several hours. These results demonstrate our ability to simultaneously control surface shear stress (on the surface of the endothelial monolayer) and gradients in our device. In this study, 40 kDa dextran (non-reactive solute) was chosen because it is similar in size to several growth factors of interest including VEGF, bFGF and IGF 24 .
The experimental results for gradients under static conditions were compared to results from a finite element (supplementary Fig. 3 ) model assuming a diffusion coefficient of 4 × 10 −7 cm 2 s −1 with the gel region. Figure 2d shows the comparison between the theoretical results (solid lines) and experimental results for two "gel cage" geometries. This value for diffusivity agrees well with the range of values reported in the literature 25, 26 . The ability to generate gradients of soluble factors across a 3-dimensional matrix provides the potential to simulate physiologically relevant mechanisms during directional migration including sprouting angiogenesis, tumor metastasis and immune response. The dynamic motility of migratory cells can be probed in a controlled microenvironment and monitored in real-time. In addition, the spatial and temporal presentation of such factors provides another level of control which would be physiologically relevant but not possible in most current systems. Saadi et al. however, has recently demonstrated the ability to generate concentration gradients in their microfluidic ladder chamber 27 .
Microfluidic cultures, model system: capillary morphogenesis
As a case study we used our μFD system to study microvascular endothelial morphogenesis. The primary mechanism by which new blood vessels or capillaries are formed in vivo, angiogenesis 28 , involves a series of well delineated steps including matrix degradation, cell migration, proliferation and lumen formation. This is a tightly regulated process that is affected by metabolic stress 29, 30 , mechanical stresses 31-33 , soluble factors 34 and ECM matrix components 35, 36 . With this wide range of stimuli and morphological responses they elicit this serves as a model system to demonstrate the unique capabilities of our μFD.
ECs invade 3D matrix to form capillary-like structures reminiscent of sprouting angiogenesis
HMVEC-ad were cultured until sub-confluence on a collagen coated flask in EGM-2MV complete media, harvested and subsequently cultured in the μFD. HMVEC-ad remain viable for a period of several days. Within a few hours following cell seeding EC form a monolayer on collagen gels. In order to demonstrate the capability to better characterize and study the cellular mechanism during sprout formation time-lapse movies were made. In traditional sprouting models this capability is limited since cells are viewed through the monolayer. Here the directional sprouting and migration occurs in the microscopic viewing plane. As a result we were able to capture the dynamics that occurs which have not been demonstrated in other systems. Figure 3, panels (a)-(i) show the sequence of morphological changes that occurs. Time-lapse imaging shows a "lead-cell" as it invades the underlying 3D collagen matrix. In case of single sprout formation (supplementary movie 1) ; the lead-cell extends filopodial projections into the underlying matrix while the neighboring ECs on the monolayer remain non-invasive. Cell invasion follows a period of dynamic projection and retraction of filopodia while maintaining contact with the monolayer and remain highly polarized. An initial root-like structure is formed in the direction of migration that persists for several minutes with more dynamic smaller extensions. Subsequent morphological changes included increased penetration depth, filopodial diameter and translocation of cell from monolayer (evident by movement of nucleus) (Fig. 3c & d) followed by conical structure (onset of lumen formation). The invading cells subsequently form sprouts with open lumen structures (Fig. 3(h) shows a particle trapped in the newly developing lumen). With this system, we were able to demonstrate all the sequential cellular mechanisms that occur during sprouting angiogenesis in vivo. This provides a very powerful tool for future studies with the capability to answer and clarify some of the controversy in this area of research. 
ECs suspended in 3D collagen gels form capillary-like structures
The culture of EC populated collagen gels have been previously studied in macro-scale systems 37 but not yet in a microscale device. Endpoint results are shown in Fig. 5 . Isolated cells cultured in 3D formed multi-cellular chords and EC rings. To demonstrate the effect of biochemical stimuli, 3D encapsulated ECs were cultured in medium supplemented with bFGF, VEGF and PMA (Fig. 5b) . As expected, there was a drastic difference in morphology compared to control samples (Fig. 5a) . In control sample, cells migrate and organize to form isolated multi-cellular ring-like structure. Cells stimulated with pro-angiogenic factors remodel to form complex interconnected multi-cellular capillary -like structures. Figure 5e shows the variation of the pressure differential over time which is used to estimate the velocity through the gel. In the presence of interstitial flow (~ 90μm min −1 ) ECs form multi-cellular structures within the gel and the monolayer at the gel/liquid interface (Fig. 5c ).
2D surface migration promotes formation of tube-like structures
Microvascular ECs cultured as shown in Fig. 2b (bottom) experienced extensive morphogenesis. ECs on the fibronectin coated channel retain their characteristic cobblestone phenotype while a remarkable difference in morphology is evident at the gel surface (Fig. 4a) . Prior to sheet or tube formation, the cells migrated as a contiguous structure into the gel region with a prominent increase in vacuoles and blebs (Fig. 4b & 4c) . These structures were highly dynamic (supplementary movie 2) but eventually evolved into more stable sheets (Fig. 4d) and tubes (Figs. 4e & 4f) . Serial sections of fixed samples obtained from confocal imaging and subsequent 3D reconstruction of EC networks confirm the presence of circular and flattened lumen-like structures which extend throughout the length of the vessel. The existence of continuous lumens is further demonstrated by flowing beads through the vessels under a small pressure drop (supplementary movie 3). Some beads can be observed flowing all the way across the gel cage and others collect at necked-down regions in the vascular structure.
Conclusions
In vitro models offer enormous potential for gaining new insights into essential but complex in vivo phenomena. Angiogenesis is one example that has been widely investigated because of its profound physiological and pathological importance. The main challenge has been to provide a model system that accurately mimics key features of the in vivo microenvironment yet provides means for continuous observation and control. The growth of new blood vessels involves a cascade of events that are a result of molecular, cellular and mechanical interactions in a spatiotemporally controlled environment. As a result in vitro systems should be able to accommodate these physiologically relevant features.
We have developed a novel microfluidic (μFD) system that for the first time is capable of mimicking many of these complexities on a single in vitro platform. The integration of 3D scaffolds and microfluidic networks permits the control of the fluidic environment with the benefit of a more in vivo -like 3D micro-architecture and high-quality imaging capabilities for dynamic studies. With this platform we are able to control (1) surface shear stress, (2) interstitial flow through the matrix (3) gradients in non-reactive solutes, (4) properties of cell culture scaffold and (5) simultaneously monitor cells in real-time.
We have presented a new procedure for introducing 3D matrices into microfabricated systems using surface treatment followed by gel microinjection. Our gel cage geometry incorporating a staggered array of micro-pillars is the key enabling feature of this design. Soft hydrogels can be mechanically supported against differentials in pressure across the gel.
We demonstrate the flexibility of this system in three separate EC capillary morphogenesis assays. The capillary-like structures that form in these three assays differ drastically with the most promising and physiologically relevant being the 3D sprouting assay (Fig. 3) . In the 3D encapsulated assay (Fig. 5) , ECs form multi-cellular cords and isolated ring structures, while ECs that predominately migrate in a 2D manner (against hard substrate into a 3D matrix region) form tube and sheet-like structures (Fig. 4) .
Finally, we have also demonstrated the ability to monitor cells in real-time by recording timelapse movies of endothelial morphogenesis. We find that the ability to follow and capture these dynamic processes in time provides insights not possible through single images taken hours or days apart.
While the original motivation and design specifications for the μFD were tailored to study the morphogenesis of ECs in response to biochemical and biophysical stimulation, variations on this basic platform can be used for a variety of other cell experiments. Some examples include studies of cell migration through 3D matrices and co-or multi-cell culture systems to create the appropriate modes of cell-cell communication necessary for the creation of more complex tissues.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. (a) The DFD consists of two parallel channels for controlling fluid flow and a central gel "cage" for 3D cell culture. One key feature of the gel "cage" is the staggered array of micro pillars which provide mechanical support for soft hydrogels. (b) Scaffold loading protocol. PDMS wafers were fabricated as described in Methods and Materials. PDMS wafers were cleaned, sterilized and surface treated (step 1). Pre-polymer solution was precisely microinjected in the gel "cage". Hydrophilic PDMS surface permitted proper gel spreading and filling. (step 2). Microfluidic channels were defined by sealing device with glass cover slip. (c) Microinjection station in sterile laminar flow cell culture hood. Precise scaffold loading can be achieved with a custom made microinjection setup which include digital microscope, xyz micromanipulator with microliter syringe. (d) Micrograph of assembled μFD showing media channels and collagen partially stained with commasic blue. Both biologically derived and synthetic matrices used for traditional macro-scale 3D cell culture can be precisely immobilized in gel "cage". With the gel in place media channels are virtually isolated except for diffusive or convective transport of molecules through the porous matrix. 
